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A. PHOTO ARK INSECTS BOOK. Next in the wildly popular Photo 
Ark franchise, this book uses Joel Sartore’s signature portraits to 
highlight the amazing features and behaviors of the world’s insects, 
spiders, and kin.  For budding scientists—and for the kid in all of 
this—this collection of amazing insect life will intrigue, educate, 
and amuse all lovers of creepy, crawly creatures everywhere.
8.5” sq. Hardcover, 208 pages. 

#454556 Photo Ark Insects Book $30.00

B. PICNIC IN THE PARK SET. Get ready for a day in the park 
with this colorful picnic set. The set includes a brightly striped 
vetiver basket hand woven in Ghana, a handpainted enameled 
mug and plate plus bamboo utensils in recycled sari storage 
pouch. Toss in your favorite book and picnic blanket for a 
relaxing day out. 
Basket 14.5” L x 8” W, Plate 7.75” diam, mug holds 12 0z.

#433152 Picnic in the Park Set $69.95
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On location in Jaipur, India

SUMMER BREEZE DRESS. Balinese handmade 
lace techniques add decorative details this lovely 
maxi dress in all the right places. The soft, flowy 
A-line rayon dress is the perfect throw-on-and-go 
fit that can be dressed up or down. Add a belt and 
layering jacket for a more polished event. Worn alone 
with sneakers makes for a casual afternoon lunch or 
beach day in style. The easy-to-wear style makes it the 
perfect travel dress for summer vacations. Machine wash. 

S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 56” L. 

E.  #453919 Summer Breeze Dress - Coral $94.95
F.  #453920 Summer Breeze Dress - Lavendar Blue  
 (See Page 2) $94.95

C. PAISLEY GLAM SILK SHAWL.  Lightweight  
and colorful, this lively and versatile accessory  
features bright paisley patterns in shades of  
pink, red, purple, yellow and grey. A luxurious  
layer for chilly nights or a bright accent to enhance  
a casual look. Made in India by Arnob Roy. 
Dry Clean or hand wash. 76” L x 40” W 

#430026 Paisley Glam Silk Shawl $39.95

D. TANGERINE TASSEL BELT. This colorful  
boho embroidered cotton tie belt features  
contrasting red ties and tassels finished  
with glass beads. Made in India. 
S/M- 30”L, L/XL- 40” L. Each has 19.5” L ties.

#265901 Tangerine Tassel Belt $39.95
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A. RETRO PEACOCK DRESS. This pretty cotton midi dress 
comes in a palette of pink and burgundy hues with printed 
patterns of flowers and peacock motifs. The empire waist 
styling features a gathered front, kantha stitch embroidery 
and long sleeves with elastic cuffs. Light as a breeze and 
perfect for any summer event. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 44” L.

#433584 Retro Peacock Dress $49.95

E. ROMAN GLASS EARRINGS. Recovered from archaeological 
dig sites that are up to 2,000 years old, the Roman glass in these 
petite drop earrings is formed into glittering tower-like shapes 
set into handmade sterling silver bezels. Due to the age of the 
materials, please expect variations in color. 1”L. 

#348615 Roman Glass Earrings $67.95

F. PINK LAGOON DRESSS. This sheath style maxi dress made from  
soft cotton voile features pintucks front and back, magyar sleeves,  
a v-neckline, side seam pockets, and side slits at the hem. Perfect  
for hot summer days, this versatile dress wears easily to casual events, 
the beach or lounging at home. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 52” L.

#431081 Pink Lagoon Dress $39.95D. TROPICAL TOUCH CLUTCH. Lontar, or palm leaf 
weaving is an ancient art still in practice today using the 
same techniques. Its natural materials are highlighted in  
this stylish clutch that brings a tropical touch to any 
ensemble. Fully lined with an inside zip pocket.  
Made in Indonesia. 11.25” W x 6.5” H. 

#278138 Tropical Touch Clutch $39.95

G. FANTASTIC FIVE BRACELETS. Thailand’s Nareerat 
crafts five fanciful beaded stretch bracelets featuring 
turquoise-blue glass beads, quartz stones and brass 
accents that will complement any summer style.  
Each 6” inner circ.

#419523 Fantastic Five Bracelets $24.95

B. LEAF CHIME EARRINGS. Crafted of sterling silver, petite
leaves cascade from their stems dancing like diminutive wind 
chimes. Made in Thailand. 2.5” L. 

#132806 Leaf Chime Earrings $44.95

H. BALI MEMORIES RING. Swirling vines and dot motifs adorn this  
exotic band ring. Handmade by Balinese jeweler Nyoman Rena, the  
sterling silver ring evokes the tropical scenery and culture of Bali.  
Whole and half sizes 6-12.5

#292431 Bali Memories Ring $44.95

C. ANTIQUE REFLECTIONS MIRROR. An expert in the 
Peruvian art of reverse painted glass, Asunta Pelaez creates  
a wall mirror of antique elegance. She hand-paints the glass 
mirror frame with floral motifs, creating a distressed illusion 
accented by aged silver trim. 9.75” H x 7.75” W. 

#365586 Antique Reflections Mirror $47.95
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HAND-PAINTED GOURD BIRDHOUSE. Peruvian artist Percy Rojas 
transforms dried mate gourds into nesting shelters. Decorated with 
floral motifs, butterflies and ladybugs. Hang it in your favorite tree 
in the garden or wherever you relax to watch the birds.  
Blue approx 8.75”L, Pink, Yellow approx 11.5”L.

D. #396345 Gourd Birdhouse - Pink $39.95 
E. #396344 Gourd Birdhouse - Blue $39.95 
F. #396348 Gourd Birdhouse - Yellow $39.95

C. MODERN VICTORY EARRINGS. Modern and trendy, 
Suana Yasa’s newest creation transforms geometry into a 
stylish fashion statement. The Balinese artisan works with 
18k gold-plated brass to create these bold yet minimalist 
earrings. The high polish finish enhances their sleek 
structure, making them the perfect finishing touch to any 
look. 2.5” L. 

#451032 Modern Victory Earrings $34.95

D E
F

GARDEN GATE TUNIC. An unassuming artichoke print 
adds a unique detail to this chic cotton and silk tunic.  
The soft and smartly styled top features pin-tuck detailing 
and a button closure on the front, three-quarter-length 
sleeves with kantha stitched cuffs, a mandarin collar, and 
side vents for a relaxed fit. Dry Clean. 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 27” L.

A. #431082 Garden Gate Tunic - Honey $49.95
B. #453958 Garden Gate Tunic - Lilac $49.95

A
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SPICE GARDEN MAXI DRESS. Designed with an ombré effect, Anchal Ahuja’s 
gorgeous maxi dress is stunning in three vibrant hues. Embellished with 
shimmering silver Lurex, the relaxed fit dress features an embroidered yoke, lace 
trim, and bell sleeves. The flowy and comfortable dress is fully lined with side 
tassel-ties to adjust the bodice fit. Single button neckline closure. Made in India. 
Machine wash cold. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 54”L.

K. #397798 Spice Garden Dress - Jaipur $64.95  
L.  #400426 Spice Garden Dress - Goa $64.95

M. CONFETTI POP GLASSWARE. Handblown glass 
art never ceases to impress, and this party infused set 
of 2 stemless wine glasses will surely be a conversation 
starter. Vibrant colors imitate cascading confetti in 
handblown recycled glass, festive, fair-trade and  
eco-friendly! Made in Mexico.  
Each approx 4” H, 13oz.

#431704 Confetti Pop Glassware $34.95
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MODERN LOVE EAR CUFFS. Armenian artisan Movses 
Hovsepian hand crafts these on-trend ear cuffs in gold 
plated sterling silver. Meant to be worn on the mid-ear, 
no piercing is needed. Worn alone or in addition to other 
pierced earrings, each is sure to add a fashion forward look. 
Approx 0.5” diam. 

G. #448128 Parallel Lines Ear Cuff $24.95 
H. #448127 Cuban Chain Ear Cuff $24.95
I. #448129 Three Wishes Ear Cuff $24.95

J. MARRAKESH 
MAGENTA 
LANTERN. This 
eye-catching candle 
holder makes the 
perfect addition to 
any table setting. 
Outdoor and indoor 
materials allows the 
delightful magenta 
lantern to light up 
any space with exotic 
boho vibes. 8” H. 

#432775 Magenta 
Lantern $12.95

L

B

Customer Favorite
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G. OCEAN BOHEMIAN EARRINGS. Intense colors come 
together in Sareeyakarn’s newest creation, with an aura 
reminiscent of a tropical coastline. Working with 18k 
gold-plated wire, the Thai artisan aligns shards of natural 
chalcedony with hematite discs topped with a glass bead in 
these unique earrings. Please expect variations due to the 
natural stones.1.25”L

#428394 Ocean Bohemian Earrings $42.95

G H

EMBROIDERED LONG SHIRT. Designed by Shalabh,  
this shirt showcases India’s chikankari hand embroidery 
on front, back and three-quarter length sleeves. The long, 
relaxed top is made of 100% cotton. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 33”L.

H. #379199 Long Shirt - White $49.95 
I. #379200 Long Shirt - Terracotta $49.95 
J. #411334 Long Shirt - Sage $49.95

K

K. ARMENIAN ETERNAL WINDCHIME. The skilled hands 
of Shahe Harutyunyan create this ceramic pomegranate-
shaped wind chime designed to catch the gentle breeze. 
Showcasing an abstract tree of life motif, blossoming flowers 
and budding seeds symbolize the eternal cycle of rebirth 
and abundance tied to the pomegranate’s deep cultural 
significance. The rustically refined piece is ideal for indoor or 
outdoor use. 9.5” L X 4.25” W

#444683 Armenian Eternal Windchime $39.95

F. BALINESE WOVEN STERLING SILVER BRACELET. 
Balinese Hindus frequently leave offerings of rice 
and flowers in baskets woven of pandan leaves to 
show gratitude to the gods. This sterling silver cuff 
by Komang Wijayana is skillfully woven in the same 
fashion. 6.5”L x 1”W.

#220241 Balinese Woven Sterling Silver Bracelet $99.95

A

L. CURIOSITY CAT & MOUSE. Peruvian artisan Fernando Castro expertly 
captures the tenderness of two well-known opposites of the animal world. 
A cat and a mouse, hand-carved from local cedarwood, stare at each other 
with innocent curiosity. Cat 3.5”H, Mouse 1.5”H. 

#419673 Curiosity Cat & Mouse $84.95

L
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A. CITY PALACE JACKET. The unique architecture of the  
glorious City Palace in Jaipur inspired designer Seema Shah’s  
cotton jacket. A comfortable and stylish layer, the jacket features  
a notched neckline, fabric covered buttons with loop closure and 
gentle gathers at the waist to give a flattering fit. Machine wash.  
Size S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 27” L. 

#444058 City Palace Jacket $79.95

CARNELIAN RADIANCE JEWELRY. Babun Dey selects radiant 
carnelian for this striking contemporary necklace and matching 
earrings.The bold, geometric cut, fiery gemstones are set in sterling 
silver. Handcrafted in India. 17.25 - 18”L; Earrings 1.25”L.

B. #293856 Carnelian Necklace $49.95
C. #293857 Carnelian Dangle Earrings $34.95

B
C

BOUQUET SLEEVELESS BLOUSE. Hand 
embroidered with an openwork floral motif,  
Made Suciati’s sleeveless blouse is a pretty  
layer under jackets and cardigans. Crafted  
from rayon in the Balinese artisan’s workshop,  
the blouse features a relaxed A-line fit and  
a classic scoop neck. Machine wash cold. 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 26 L.

D. #417631 Sleeveless Blouse - White $42.95
E. #430169 Sleeveless Blouse - Black $42.95
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Intricate Intricate 
Woven Woven 
Silver Silver 
CuffCuff

F

Embroidered Embroidered 
detailing on detailing on 
front, sleeves front, sleeves 

and back and back 

Customer Favorite

Peruvian carver, Fernando Castro uses local 
cedarwood to carve his unique animal 
sculptures in a minimalist yet realistic style.
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HAMMERED ENDLESS HOOP JEWELRY. Lustrous metals 
glow and gleam under the talented hands of jewelry artisan 
Nyoman Ariawan in Bali. These fashion staple endless hoops 
feature hand hammered, high polish finish that adds shimmer 
plus a hinge opening for easy wearing. Offered in sterling 
silver, 18k gold plated, and 18k rose gold plated. Approx. 

0.75”Diam.

C. #409842 Hammered Earrings - Rose Gold-Plated $64.95
D. #409892 Hammered Earrings - Gold-Plated $64.95  
E. #415283 Hammered Earrings - Sterling Silver $54.95
F. #307643 Hammered Gold-Plated Bangles set of 2 $89.95
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MUGHAL GARDEN JACKET. Roses have a deep-rooted 
history in India, and their cultivation can be traced back 
to the Mughal era. Here, Indian roses delicately decorate 
a sublime poly crepe layering jacket making it the star 
of any outfit. Embroidered ivory motifs, inspired by the 
intricate decorations of the many palaces dotting the 
landscape of Rajasthan, add soft lines the neckline, front 
opening and sleeve hem. A vibrant floral spray decorates 
the center back. Hand wash. 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 30.5” L.

J.  #436716 Mughal Garden Jacket - Rosewood $79.95
K.  #450385 Mughal Garden Jacket - Sapphire $79.95

G. WORRY DOLL LOVE WREATH. This endearing 
heart-shaped wreath by Guatemalan artisan Elias García 
celebrates the tradition of quitapenas, or worry dolls. The 
array of worry dolls wearing colorful handwoven clothing is 
sure to be a conversation piece in any room. 9.5” H x 9.5” W.

#374145 Worry Doll Wreath $27.95

H. VIVID GLAM EARRINGS. Totaling over 8 carats, gorgeous 
faceted ruby gemstones in a vibrant shade take center stage 
in this glamorous pair of earrings from India. Crafted with 
shimmering 18k gold-plated sterling silver, Neetu Barathi’s 
modern, sleek design adds a touch of glam to any outfit. 1”L. 

#447584 Vivid Glam Earrings $39.95

I. COLORFUL ARRAY NECKLACE. Tourmaline’s natural 
rainbow of colors dazzles in this stunning necklace from 
Somsiri Juntamin in Thailand. Briolettes, faceted rondelles 
and petite hammered circles grace a cable chain in this 24k 
gold-plated sterling silver waterfall necklace. Please expect 
variation in colors and shades due to the natural gemstones. 
17.25” L. 

#382742 Colorful Array Necklace $67.95

B. TROPICAL BLOOMS 
VASE. Working in handblown  
art glass, Molinari Family 
artisans create a vase that 
evokes a tropical flower  
in bloom. The voluptuous  
vase narrows at the neck, 
then fans outward,  
shading from golden amber  
to shades of deep rose.  
Makes an eye-catching  
accent or an exceptional  
gift. Each piece is hand  
blown, please expect slight 
variations in shape and size 
making each piece a unique 
work of art. 11” H x 6” W.

#419462 Tropical Blooms  
Vase $189.00

A

A. SPRING SONATA DRESS. Heralding spring, a pretty pair of songbirds 
embellish this breezy cotton dress. Anchal Ahuja designs this bohemian 
beauty, which features bishop style sleeves, gathered bodice and a hint of 
silvery Lurex threads woven throughout. Side seam pockets and full cotton 
lining. Machine wash cold.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 41”L. 

#416254 Spring Sonata Day Dress $69.95
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discounts & special 
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Easy Living
Day to 
Night

VINTAGE BATIK DRESS. Create some magic with our  
elegant caftan-style dress. Floral batik accents define the 
asymmetrical V-neck and three-quarter sleeves of this rayon 
maxi dress. Crafted in multiple complementary and muted 
shades with antique batik motifs. 100% rayon. Hand wash. 
Made in Indonesia.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 54”L.

H. #394718 Vintage Batik Dress - Plum $109.95 
I. #404460 Vintage Batik Dress - Lagoon $109.95 
J. #404461 Vintage Batik Dress - Meadow $109.95

"Unique design, especially at the neck; colours are well 
chosen. Long, flowing dress that grabs the attention of 

everyone who sees it. I have received many compliments from 
strangers almost every time I wear it. Simply love it!” – Joelle

H

C

D

NATURAL MOONLIGHT GARNET JEWELRY. The crescent 
moon is serene in a beautiful necklace and earrings by 
Made Wardika. He works in sterling silver, carving the sleek 
bone by hand, and adds a marquise-cut garnet to represent 
the approaching sunrise. Made in Indonesia. Lobster claw 
clasp. Necklace: Chain 20”L, Pendant 2”L. Earrings 1.75”L.

C. #342422 Natural Moonlight Pendant Necklace $59.95 
D. #300838 Natural Moonlight Earrings $54.95

F. THE DANCE WOOD SCULPTURE. This wonderfully romantic 
sculpture is by master carver Wayan Rendah in Bali. Hand carved 
from suar wood, the image depicts an abstract couple dancing in a 
continuous embrace. Its fluid lines are complemented by the smooth 
grain of the wood. 11.75”H x 6.75”W.

#416263 The Dance Wood Sculpture $69.95

F
Balinese masterBalinese master
sculptor Wayansculptor Wayan
Rendah carvesRendah carves
stunning works  stunning works  

of artof art

FLORAL EMBROIDERED KIMONO JACKET. From India comes this  
cotton velvet kimono-style jacket blooming with flowers. Colorful 
embroidery adorns the front and the back, while tonal vines decorate the 
wide sleeves. Matching tiny blooms line the front opening and cuffs. An  
eye-catching conversation piece to complement any style. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 41”L.

A #401596 Floral Kimono Jacket- Cerulean $119.95 
B #408477 Floral Kimono Jacket- Mulberry $119.95

Richly Richly 
Embroidered Embroidered 
Velvet JacketVelvet Jacket

A

G. NATURE’S MIRACLE SILVER NECKLACE. 
Talented Karen hill tribe artisans craft this stunning 
necklace populated with blossoms and leaves of various 
sizes and shapes. Tiny rondelle beads make up the rest  
of the necklace, which is presented by Pakaon Sojintarit 
in Thailand. Hook closure. 950 silver.  
17.25”L with 2.25”L extender chain.

#379367 Nature’s Miracle Silver Necklace $149.95

Sojintarit's 950 silver designs 
echo Thai Hill Tribe motifs 
that record the beauty of the 
natural world.

G

K

K. BLOCK PRINT TEALIGHT HOLDERS. Diligently carved 
with incredible designs, Tariq Khan’s tealight candle holders 
are a tribute to the beauty of traditional block-printing. 
Carved in relief by Indian artisans, the hand chiseled designs 
are painted white, contrasting beautifully with the natural 
mango wood below. Each approx 4”Diam.

#418541 Block Print Tealight Holders - set of 2 $39.95

SPARKLING WRAP RING. Faceted gemstones sparkle in this 
beautiful wrap ring from Bali. Artisan Made Sugi handcrafts 
the ring from sterling silver, adorning the front with a trilliant 
cut garnet, a rectangular amethyst, and an oval peridot. The 
three stones totaling over 2 carats stand out magnificently 
against the oxidized sterling silver band which is decorated 
with traditional Balinese bun and jawan motifs. Whole sizes 5-11.

E. #320889 Sparkling Wrap Ring $69.95

E
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I

Over 2 carats Over 2 carats 
of sparkling of sparkling 

faceted faceted 
gemstonesgemstones
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BUDDHA’S CURLS GEMSTONE EARRINGS. Bali’s Zayd
Makarim transforms sterling silver half-hoops into  
something truly special by adding a three-carat, faceted 
amethyst or blue topaz. The oxidized sterling silver pattern, 
known as Buddha’s curls, also decorates hundreds of  
Buddha statues at Borobudur temple in central Java. 1”L.

H. #302936 Buddha’s Curls Earrings - Amethyst $119.95 
I. #304067 Buddha’s Curls Earrings - Blue Topaz $119.95

J. INDIAN BOTEH TRAVEL SHIRT. Intricate, stylized 
palm leaves unfurl across this silky-smooth, travel-friendly 
shirt. The pattern is called boteh in Farsi, but Westerners 
know it as paisley. In wrinkle-resistant 100% rayon with a 
range of vivid colors, this lightweight three-quarter sleeve 
shirt is a simple way to extend your travel wardrobe. Side 
vents at the hem. Made in India. Machine wash.  
S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20). Size L is 25.5”L.

#352236 Indian Boteh Travel Shirt $59.95

 Year-round Year-round
customer customer 
favoritefavorite

L. CONVERTIBLE ITALIAN LEATHER BACKPACK. For versatility while 
traveling, a convertible bag is a must. Ours is made by a studio near Pisa, 
using the same leather it supplies to luxury handbag designers. Wear it as 
a backpack for hands-free sightseeing. Carry it as a handbag while dining 
out or in a museum where backpacks are off-limits. Black has gold tone 
hardware and Blue has silver hardware. Handmade in Italy.  
10”H x 10.5”W x 2.75”D. Blue (BL) or Black (BK).

#301927 Convertible Italian Leather Backpack $169.00

H
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EMBROIDERED LONG LINES TUNIC. Leafy vines in India’s 
chikankari embroidery adorn a long lightweight tunic with pintuck 
pleats. Designed by Shalabh, the long-sleeve semi-sheer cotton top 
is a classic. 100% cotton. Machine wash. 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 34”L.

A. #379188 Embroidered Long Lines Tunic - Purple $47.95 
B. #340300 Embroidered Long Lines Tunic - White $47.95 
C. #379189 Embroidered Long Lines Tunic - Pink $47.95

A

Vibrant 100%  
Cotton Handwoven 

Guatemalan  
Artisan Shawl

D

D. FIESTA COTTON SHAWL. Cotton yarns are handwoven 
on a traditional backstrap loom to create the intricate 
stripes and patterns of this vibrant shawl by Elena Ixtamer 
from Guatemala. Hand-knotted fringed ends. Machine 
wash cold. 78”L.

#377503 Fiesta Cotton Shawl $89.95

K. BRAZILIAN GEMSTONE BUTTERFLY.
Gemstone artisans of Joias do Rio, Brazil, craft this petite 
yet luminous sodalite butterfly as it alights on a perch of 
natural Brazilian amethyst. Its brass body can be turned to 
face any direction. 3”H x 2.5”W x 2”D.

#380769 Sodalite Butterfly Sculpture $59.95

PRETTY PRISM BRACELET. An elegant, prism cut natural 
gemstone, each weighing over three carats, is featured at 
the center of this minimalist bracelet. Crafted  
in India by Neetu Barathi, the bracelet decorates the wrist 
with a sterling silver cable chain. Adjusts 7.25-8.0” L.

E. #454312 Pretty Prism Bracelet - Amethyst $29.95 
F. #297940 Pretty Prism Bracelet - Chalcedony $29.95
G. #297944 Pretty Prism Bracelet - Rose Quartz $29.95

Customer Favorite
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Peruvian Leather Designer Patsy Chang.

H
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Artisan
Embroidered
Summertime

Separates

K

BALINESE HANDMADE LACE SEPARATES. Balinese  
artisan Made Suciati designs these beautifully casual rayon 
separates featuring hand embroidery called kerawang.  
The button front blouse features a V-neck that complements 
an inverted V hemline. The ankle length, elastic waist  
pants feature side seam pockets and lotus flowers at the 
hem. Machine wash delicate.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).  

Blouse size L is 27”L, Pants size L inseam is 27.5”L. 

H. #374612 Bali Blossom Blouse - White $69.95 
I. #379708 Bali Blossom Blouse - Azure $69.95 
J. #343867 Padma Flower Pants - Slate blue $69.95 
K. #343866 Padma Flower Pants - Black $69.95

C. RELAXING BUDDHA. Buddha’s head rests upon his hands, 
and a faint smile plays across his lips. This serene sculpture 
by Seji Taram is hand carved from suar wood and signed by 
the Balinese artisan. Makes a thoughtful gift for the home or 
workplace. See Seji Taram’s full collection of incredible wood 
carvings online. 9.75”H x 8.5”W x 4”D. 

#226092 Relaxing Buddha $109.95

C

D
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B. EVERYDAY GEMSTONE STUD EARRINGS. Seven pairs  
of sterling silver earrings by Bhavya Jain feature different 
gemstones for every day of the week including green and 
black onyx, lapis lazuli, tiger’s eye, composite turquoise, 
garnet and cultured pearl. Made in India. Each approx. 0.3”Diam.

#374751 Everyday Gemstone Stud Earrings $79.95

B F

G

A. ORURO CARNIVAL PIMA COTTON CARDIGAN. 
A highlight of Carnival in Oruro, Bolivia, is the Diablada, 
an elaborate choreographed dance that dates to Pre-
Colombian times. Masked revelers act out a story of good 
versus evil. Their costumes often include belts decorated 
with silver coins, a meaningful symbol in this 500-year-old 
mining city. These overlapping coins inspired the pattern  
on our soft cardigan. Button front. Made in Bolivia.  
100% pima cotton. Machine wash cold or dry clean. 
Blue (BL). S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20). Size L is 24"L.

#301813 Oruro Carnival Pima Cotton Cardigan $189.00

A

"This has become my most cherished wardrobe item. 
 I receive so many compliments on this sweater every  

single time I wear it.” – Erin

ALL-AROUND TOWN SLING BAG. Casual, functional, 
fashionable and versatile, this trendy sling bag has it all. 
Designed for practicality, the suede and leather shoulder 
bag features a long, adjustable shoulder strap, and a back 
zippered pocket, while the front zippered flap also conceals 
another compartment. The interior is lined and includes 
several small pockets. Go from day to night, museum to 
dinner and all around town with this stylish bag. 
D. #454325 All-Around Town Sling Bag - Ebony $139.95
E. #405222 All-Around Town Sling Bag - Cinnabar $139.95

F. DAY DREAMER EARRINGS. Indonesian artist Buana 
carves serene goddess faces from bone and crowns them  
in intricate sterling silver and peridot headdresses. Each 
figure wears its own pair of cultured pearl earrings. 2” L.

#142347 Day Dreamer Earrings $59.95

G. DELIGHTFUL TREASURES GIFT SET. You’ll find an 
absolute treasure trove of delight in this gift set which 
includes a colorful ceramic mug from Morocco for a 
morning brew of Tulsi Pyramid tea, a soft 100% cotton 
scarf, hand dyed and woven in the mountains of Thailand 
and completing the set is a natural palm leaf basket from 
Mexico, ideal for small storage.
Mug 6” H, Scarf 61”L, Basket 6.0” H x 5.0” Diam., 20 count tea bags. 

#432605 Delightful Treasures Gift Set $59.95
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L. SPARKLE MULTIGEM SILVER LINK BRACELET. More than 21 carats of 
garnet, citrine, peridot, iolite and amethyst bring a rainbow of color to this 
sterling silver bracelet created by Indian artisan Neeru Goel. The design is 
inspired by Rangwali Holi, the Hindu festival where friends and strangers 
playfully douse each other with vivid colored powders in a celebration of 
renewal, reconciliation and thanksgiving. Hook clasp. 7.5"L x 0.5"W. 

#98138 Sparkle Multigem Silver Link Bracelet $185.00

CELTIC CULTURED PEARL JEWELRY. Sterling silver  
and freshwater cultured pearls combine with a classic  
Celtic trinity knot. The knot can represent past, present  
and future, or the stages of a woman’s life according 
to Celtic lore: daughter, mother and grandmother. 
Handcrafted in Dublin.  
Earrings 0.5"L; Necklace 18"L; Pendant 5/8"L; Ring sizes 6-8.

C. #305818 Celtic Cultured Pearl Earrings $74.95 
D. #301759 Celtic Cultured Pearl Necklace $74.95 
E. #301766 Celtic Cultured Pearl Ring $84.95

L

M

K. KAJILI EMBROIDERED DRESS. Inspired by the folk songs sung for the 
approaching monsoon season in the Rajasthan region of India, this dress 
features a grey-blue base with golden Lurex throughout. The babydoll-style 
dress has cloud-colored ribbon trim and hand-embroidered and beaded 
flowers blooming from the first showers. This easy- to-wear midi-length 
dress features three-quarter length sleeves, v-neckline, gathered skirt and 
most importantly, side seam pockets. 100% cotton. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 43”L. 

#416256 Kajili Embroidered Dress $69.95

I. ANTIQUE TREASURE BOX. Peruvian furniture maker 
Kelvin Maguiña crafts a wood and leather chest featuring 
hand-tooled designs. The birds, flowers and leaves are hand 
painted in vibrant colors and given an antique finish. Beneath 
the main compartment are three drawers, two for small 
items and one for larger treasures. 11"W x 8"H x 6.25"D.

#276539 Antique Treasure Box $170.00

Hand-tooled 
leather

I

K
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ENCHANTED GARDEN TUNIC. A graceful vine entwines 
amid the blossoms and leaves of lavish tonal embroidery  
of Anchal Ahuja’s viscose Indian tunic. This ever so easy-to-
wear top features a smock-style embroidered bodice with 
button placket and cuffs. Three-quarter length sleeves. 
Machine wash cold.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28.5”L.

A. #399124 Enchanted Garden Tunic - Marigold $64.95
B. #400346 Enchanted Garden Tunic - Mulberry $64.95 

J. CAPTIVATING RUBY NECKLACE. Symbolizing love, 
passion and success, the ruby on Bhavya Jain’s pendant 
necklace is considered the king of gemstones. The Indian 
jewelry artist uses sterling silver to handcraft her design, 
centering the pendant with a faceted, pear-shaped ruby  
in a bezel setting. Necklace 18”L; Pendant 1”L x 0.5”W.

#416355 Captivating Ruby Necklace $44.95

Pear-shaped, Pear-shaped, 
richly faceted ruby richly faceted ruby 

gemstonegemstone
Year-round Year-round 
customer  customer  
favoritefavorite

Rich colors, Rich colors, 
graceful fitgraceful fit

J

M. BLESSED SPRING SCULPTURE. The spring equinox 
is celebrated in Anush and Karo’s ceramic sculpture as an 
homage to mother nature. This charming sculpture features 
a whimsical angel that conveys the rising spring sun and 
blooming flowers. Painted by hand, the Armenian artisans 
unique style shines through. 7” H. 
#446625 Blessed Spring Sculpture $59.95

MOLA LEATHER TRAVEL SLING. Colombia’s natural beauty comes  
to life in a versatile bag decorated with traditional mola artwork.  
Using the reverse appliqué technique, the artisans of Mola Mola 
Association add colorful motifs to the soft leather bag which also features 
an adjustable strap, two zippered compartments at the front and one at 
the back, a polyester lining, interior pocket and a handy zipper closure.  
Bag 9.75”H x 8.5”W, Strap adjusts 25.5”- 48”.

F. #430164 Mola Bag - Coffee Mountain $89.95
G. #430165 Mola Bag - Dark Orinoco $89.95
H. #430163 Mola Bag - Red Jungle $89.95
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Customer Favorite
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F. INDIAN-STYLE MEHNDI TRAVEL SHIRT. Intricate henna 
tattoos called mehndi are an integral part of many Indian 
weddings. These delicate patterns are the inspiration for  
our versatile travel shirt, created using a traditional wax-
resist dye process for a crackle effect similar to batik. 
Imported. 95% poly / 5% Spandex. Hand wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18). Size L is 25.5"L.

#301842 Indian-Style Mehndi Travel Shirt $64.95

B

C

E

B. GOLDEN HORIZON EARRINGS. Sterling silver drops peek 
over an 18k gold plated horizon line in these simple, elegant, 
and extremely versatile two tone earrings by Indonesia’s Komang 
Wijayana. 1.5”L.

#213023 Golden Horizon Earrings $49.95

EARTH SERPENT JEWELRY. Anantaboga, the great earth serpent, 
inspires a bracelet of graceful curves by Putu Gede Darmawan. 
The realistic sterling silver snake, with 18k gold plated eyes, wraps 
around the wrist and features a hidden hinge for easy wear.  
Made in Indonesia. 
Bracelet 6.75”L (end to end) x 0.25”W. Matching ring whole sizes 6-12. 

C. #259044 Earth Serpent Bracelet $89.95
D. #387171 Earth Serpent Ring $49.95

Every now
and then
you find

the perfect
earrings...

Hand  
painted  

Batik

A simple symbol  
of good luck in  
14k rose gold  

& sterling silver

The Perfect 
layer for 
instant 

glamour

A

E. POWERFUL RAMA MASK. Rama, the seventh avatar of Vishnu,
embodied reason and virtue throughout his adventures on Earth.
Challenged with unexpected tragedies and moral dilemmas, the
deity remained righteous and wise, receiving the title of Ideal Man.
Inspired by the divinity’s story, Javanese artisan Gunadi handcrafts a 
pule wood mask with intricate motifs made using batik techniques, 
all honoring the charming image of Rama. 14.25” H x 7” W x 4” D. 

#433700 Powerful Rama Mask $159.00

A. ANTIQUE ROSE SHIRTDRESS. This pretty cotton shirtdress  
by Anchal Ahuja from India showcases a captivating vintage floral 
pattern and beautiful embroidery details on the button-front yoke. 
The round collared neckline, long sleeves, and elasticized cuffs offer 
a stylish and comfortable fit. The midi-length dress also features 
side seam pockets making it a versatile and fashionable addition  
to your seasonal wardrobe. Machine Wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 50” L.

#436717 Antique Rose Shirtdress $79.95

G

J

EMBELLISHED EVENING JACKET. This fabulous black jacket from Vijay 
Singh is embellished with metallic sequins and seed beads. They border  
the neck and sleeves to create dramatic motifs for maximum glam.  
Made in India. 100% polyester including lining. Dry clean.  
S (4-6), M (8 10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 26”L. 

G. #365633 Embellished Evening Jacket - Black $89.95 
H. #413037 Embellished Evening Jacket - Navy $89.95 SALE $72.99
I. #413038 Embellished Evening Jacket - Aqua $89.95 SALE $72.99
J. #374185 Gold-Plated Double Strand Necklace (online) $129.95

“Can’t wait to wear this! Beautiful craftsmanship!!  
Sizing is perfect!!” – Margaret”

K. ORACLE WISHBONE NECKLACE. From Roman times, 
the wishbone has been considered a symbol of good luck 
and an oracle of the future. This delicate sterling silver 
wishbone bathed in 14k rose gold just might bring you luck. 
Suspended on a sterling cable chain, a petite heart hangs 
gracefully above, bringing added love and warmth to your 
wish. Spring ring clasp. Made in Thailand. 
Chain adjusts 17”-18.25” L, pendant 0.5” L.

#375541 Oracle Wishbone Necklace $39.95

D

IH

Customer Favorite
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D. RELAXED CAT SCULPTURE. This little cat can sleep 
anywhere – a bookshelf, a table or a cabinet. Nengah 
Sudarsana carves the relaxed cat from suar wood, which 
displays a beautiful natural grain. His carving expertise is visible 
in the simple rendition of this sculpted feline. 6"W x 4.75"H.

#364787 Relaxed Cat Sculpture $54.95

C. PETAL POINT EARRINGS. Petite hoop earrings of sterling 
silver are elaborated with intricate floral motifs creating 
pointed shapes. Presented by Putu Putri, this accessory 
celebrates Balinese craftsmanship. 1” L. 

#307199 Petal Point Earrings $29.95

HEAVENLY DROP TURQUOISE JEWELRY. Teardrops of 
natural turquoise reveal heavenly hues in these earrings 
and necklace by Guillermo Arregui. He works in Mexico’s 
precious Taxco silver to create his beautiful designs.  
Simple and classic with a feeling of old world charm.  
Necklace 17.75”L, Pendant 0.5”L. Earrings 0.5”L.

F. #397946 Heavenly Drop Necklace $59.95
G. #397947 Heavenly Drop Earrings $79.95
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INDIAN PINTUCK COTTON TUNIC. A sheer delight for warm-weather 
style, this three-quarter sleeve tunic from Jay Kumar Maheswari is at  
once breezy and tailored. Pintuck pleats add texture and shaping, while  
an angled hem lends a relaxed look. The blouse is accented with tiny  
beads along the neckline, bodice and cuffs. 100% cotton. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 29”L.

H. #366125 Pintuck Tunic - White $59.95 
I. #414396 Pintuck Tunic - Soft Teal $59.95 SALE $42.99 
J. #414397 Pintuck Tunic - Antique $59.95 SALE $42.99

K. BLUE CITY PANTS. Set in the stark landscape of the Thar desert, the 
blue city of Jodpur, stands out in Rajasthan as a colorful contrast. These 
lightweight easy-going cotton pants are perfect for exploring this unique 
city. Hand-block printed two-tone diamonds decorate the length while a 
striped pattern surrounds the cuff. The comfortable pants feature an elastic 
waist, drawstring ties and side seam pockets. Machine wash. 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L has a 28” inseam. 

#432860 Blue City Pants $49.95

CASUAL CHARM TUNIC. Indian artisan Anchal Ahuja 
creates a fresh look with this casual blouse. Designed with 
a blend of cotton and silver-colored Lurex, the short-sleeved 
top features a round neckline, slightly shirred bust with two 
tie tassels and a loose, comfortable fit. The artisan adorns 
the top with traditional Indian chikankari embroidery in a 
delicate floral motif. Matching cotton lining. Machine wash. 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28”L.

A. #379114 Casual Charm - Teal $42.95 
B. #411336 Casual Charm - White $42.95

E. BON VOYAGE TRAVEL BAG. This compact bag is 
perfect for travel or anytime you need to carry just the 
necessities. Crafted from top-grain Italian leather, it  
features multiple compartments to help you stay organized 
and keep essentials at hand. An adjustable shoulder strap 
allows you to carry the bag cross-body or on your shoulder. 
Cinnamon (CN) or Black (BL). 7”H x 6”W x 3”D; strap adjusts 19-24”L.

#420084 Bon Voyage Travel Bag $199.00

I love this blouse! It is so cute and comfortable to 
wear. My friends have commented upon it, too.  

So, others like it just as well.” – Shellye

CA

E Compact design 
– perfect for 

essentials

L

M

L. LAKE ATITLAN WRAP BRACELET. The Weaving Hands 
of Atitlan capture the colors of their Guatemalan homeland 
in this gorgeous wrap bracelet. Glass mosaic beads in soft 
colors and shapes mimic the natural beauty of Lake Atitlan. 
Pewter button closure. 35” L. 

#448801 Lake Atitlan Wrap Bracelet $87.95

D

Customer Favorite

M. ELEPHANT GARDEN PLANTER. Add a playful touch to 
your home with this adorable terracotta elephant planter, 
offering a charming resting spot for your favorite plant. The 
petite pachyderm is crafted by hand in India and will bring a 
touch of whimsy to any room. 5” H x 4” W x 4” D.

#432705 Elephant Garden Planter $37.95

B
I

J
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C. AZTEC ELEGANCE BRACELET. With hints of Aztec 
details, this fashion-forward bracelet is crafted by Guillermo 
Arregui, in Taxco, Mexico. The elegant sterling silver cuff 
is crowned with natural turquoise, the stone of wisdom, 
protection and hope. 6.25”L (end to end).

#182126 Aztec Elegance Bracelet $199.00

A. CHOPSTICKS TRAVEL SHIRT. The broad cuffs and relaxed 
silhouette of this blouse are elements of Chinese fashion that 
date as far back as the Tang dynasty (A.D. 618–907). Three 
pairs of chopstick buttons replace the long sash that would 
have fastened a Tang-era ensemble. Imported. 58% rayon, 
41% polyester, 1% Spandex. Machine wash delicate. 
S (4–6), M (8–10), L (12–14), XL (16–18), XXL (20-22).  

Size L is 27.5”L. Turquoise (TQ), or Blue (BL).

#371586 Chopsticks Travel Shirt $79.95

B. REMEMBER ME EARRINGS. Achieving simple elegance 
is easier than ever with Kadek Aridyah’s skillfully crafted 
drop earrings. The Balinese artisan handcrafts the minimalist 
earrings as a coil of sterling silver with a high polish finish. 
1” L.

#398641 Remember Me Earrings $26.95 E. FREEDOM FEATHERS EARRINGS. Free-form natural 
turquoise stones suspend elegant dancing feathers in these 
exquisite earrings crafted by Ibrat Yusupov of Uzbekistan. 
Inspired by the freedom of nature and birds in flight, these 
sterling silver earrings carry a message of hope and serenity. 
Screw-back post. 2.5” L.

#447997 Freedom Feathers Earrings $59.95

H. PASSIONATE EMBRACE BRACELET. A bold combination 
of turquoise and crimson make this an eye-catching 
accessory. Colorful faceted crystals, free-form garnet and a 
myriad of shaped and carved sandlewood beads on coiled 
copper wire create this stylish bohemian bracelet. Uzbek 
artisan Marina Popova draws inspiration from the vibrant 
colors and patterns reminiscent of the old Silk Road. 
Semi-adjustable, one size fits most.

#451760 Passionate Embrace Bracelet $39.95

I. IROKI CLUTCH. Versatile and functional, this cool clutch 
effortlessly elevates any outfit. The roomy lined interior features 2 
card slots and a center zippered pocket. The front displays exquisite 
iroki hand-stitched motifs expertly crafted by the talented Yulduzoy 
Mamadiyorova. Use it as a wristlet with the detachable strap or as 
a clutch with the quilted velvet back strap creating a useful and 
fashion forward accessory. 9.5” W x 5” H. Strap 6.25” L.

#444798 Iroki Clutch $59.95

D. SAMARKAND STORIES SCARF. Part of a long 
lineage of silk artisans, Nurmukhammad Valiyev combines 
traditional ikat weaving techniques with modern color 
trends inspired by Uzbekistan’s vibrant textile history. This 
time, the artisan handweaves this scarf from soft silk yarns, 
creating a stunning pattern in rich hues for a stylish vibe. 
Hand wash. 79” L x 9.75” W.

#433345 Samarkand Stories Scarf $49.95

A DAY OFF A-LINE DRESS. This cool and comfortable cotton  
A-line dress from Ying and Joy is both chic and versatile. With subtle 
pintucks details plus fit and flare styling, it’s a pleasure to wear. The  
double-layer cotton gauze fabric is lightweight and wearable from day  
to night. Made in Thailand. Machine wash. 
S/M (4-10), L/XL (12-18). L/XL is 46” L.

F. #405721 A-line Dress - Teal $59.95
G. #405720 A-line Dress - Periwinkle $59.95

F

G

Clean and 
contempory 

style
Free-form 

natural 
turquoise

Relaxed  
A-line fit

Handwoven Handwoven 
silk ikat from silk ikat from 
UzbekistanUzbekistan

“When I opened the package, I could not wait to 
put this dress on. It is so comfortable and I get 

lots of complements. The workmanship is superb. 
I just love this dress.” – Christine”
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K. CLOUDS & WAVES SUNDRESS. Dani Paraswati crafts 
this sea and sky inspired batik dress in her Yogyakarta 
workshop. Made with only natural materials and dyes, this 
maxi sundress is the ultimate summer dress. Showcasing 
both hand stamped batik and tie-dye techniques, the drape 
and feel are super soft and flowy. Features a back neck 
bronze zip and two roomy front patch pockets. 100% 
cotton, hand wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 55”L.

#407040 Clouds & Waves Sundress $129.95
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HAND-BLOCK-PRINTED BEDDING. This elegant bedding 
collection will be the focal point of your bedroom. Crafted 
using a hand block print method, each piece is designed as 
an homage to the ancient technique of dabu printing. The 
duvet cover and matching shams (included) feature a design 
of squares and lines bordered by stars and geometric motifs. 
Solid reverse side, coconut button closure on duvet and 
shams. 100% cotton. Machine wash.  
Full/Queen (FQ) 88” x 94” $119.95, King (KG) 94” x 106” $129.95 
A. #350762 - Indigo   
B. #396927 - Teal  
C. #396928 - Grey  
D. #350763 - White Floral Shams, set of 2 (matches indigo 
set only) Standard (SD) 20” x 26” or King (KG) 20” x 36” $36.95 
E. #350764 Accent pillow covers, set of 2, (matches indigo 
set only, insert not included) 16” x 16” $29.95

100% Cotton 100% Cotton 
fresh luxurious fresh luxurious 
artisan beddingartisan bedding

Sleek, Sleek, 
understated  understated  

stylestyle

Back view

G. INDONESIAN RAINBOW GLASS WIND CHIME. 
Handcrafted by Balinese artisans near Singaraja, this 
delicate and colorful wind chime is fashioned using 
fallen teak branches and wood sourced from local coffee 
plantations. Each wind chime is unique, showcasing the 
natural beauty of coffee and teak wood, complemented  
by glass accents and sturdy nylon string. 16”L x 11”W. 

#305963 Indonesian Rainbow Glass Wind Chime $41.95

G

MINIMALIST BAR JEWELRY. Subtle, modern, clean - these 
minimalist jewelry pieces bring a hint of style to any outfit, 
dressy or casual. Pair them with your bigger statement 
pieces for a boho look, or wear them alone for a simple,  
yet trendy touch. Each pieces is handcrafted in Thailand  
of sterling silver with a brushed matte finish. 
Necklace 36” L.; Ring, whole sizes 6-10;

Set of 3 bar post and clutch earrings, sizes 0.25”L - 0.5” L. 

H. #346017 Minimal Long Necklace $79.95
I. #303224 Minimal Semi-Circle Ring $27.95
J.  #454960 Minimal Bar Earrings - set of 3 $44.95

F. CHARMING MIGRATION WALL HOOKS. Transform your space with 
this enchanting set of two butterfly-shaped metal wall hooks. Meticulously 
crafted in German silver, the fluttering wings are hand-painted in colorful 
resin. Choose between the lively orange monarch butterflies or the serene 
Northern Blue, each hook not only serves a practical purpose but also 
doubles as a charming piece of wall art. Made in Mexico. Monarch (MN),  
or Northern Blue (NB). Each 3” L

#453115 Charming Migration Wall Hooks - set of 2 $27.95

B C

F
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SAVING GRACE MAXI DRESS. With plenty of ruffled tiers 
for twirling and swishing, this cotton maxi dress goes from 
brunch to BBQ with ease. Crafted in India, the fun frock 
features a V neck with button placket, long blouson sleeves 
and a relaxed, breezy fit. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 52”L  

A. #413188 Saving Grace Maxi Dress - Sapphire $64.95
B. #454314 Saving Grace Maxi Dress - Pomegranate $64.95

A C F
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F. GOLDEN GINGKO JEWELRY SET. Discover the intriguing 
history of the ginkgo tree with this stunning jewelry set 
by artisan Vivek Nanthy. Handcrafted in 22k gold-plated 
sterling silver, the elegant set features a ginkgo leaf pendant 
and matching earrings, adorned with petite faceted iolite.
Necklace chain adjust 15.5”- 18”L, pendant 0.75”L, earrings 2.25”L.

#444300 Golden Gingko Jewelry Set $99.95

G. INDIAN HAVELI TUNIC. The patterns on this button-
front tunic are taken from a haveli (private mansion) in 
Shekhawati, India, and give just a hint at the abundance  
of geometric and arabesque decoration for which the 
town is known. Made in India. 96% rayon, 4% Spandex. 
Machine wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). 

Size L is 31.5”L. Grey (GY), Olive (OL), Blue (BL) or Fuchsia (FS).

#325098 Haveli Tunic $78.95

C. ANCESTRAL INSPIRATION EARRINGS. Drawing 
inspiration from ancient Armenian art, Armine Harutyunyan 
crafts these rustic, hand-hammered sterling silver earrings 
with an oxidized finish accented by petite blue and green 
gemstones, making them a unique addition to your 
collection. 2” L. 

#448063 Ancestral Inspiration Earrings $99.95

H. GLEAMING LOTUS STEEL TEALIGHT HOLDER The 
petals of a handcrafted steel lotus reflect the glow of a 
petite tealight in this candleholder by Thai artisan Ning 
Charoensri. Tealight included. 2”H x 5.25” diam. 

#316638 Gleaming Lotus Steel Tealight Holder $32.95

E. HAND CREAM GIFT SET. All natural and handmade,  
the vegan and cruelty-free products from the Handmade 
Soap Company use locally grown ingredients in County 
Meath, Ireland. This gift set of three wonderfully scented 
hand creams hydrates and nourishes hands, leaving them 
feeling silky soft. At 30ml each, they’re airport-friendly too. 
Set includes Lavender, Lemongrass and Grapefruit.
#421075 Hand Cream Gift Set $34.95

E

RIPPLE EFFECT SUEDE BAG. Peruvian artisan Lida Evaristo 
crafts this stylish soft suede bag with a spiraling cutout 
design accentuated by metal studs on the front and 
contrasting laced leather cords at the corners. Drape over 
the shoulder or wear across the body, the vintage inspired 
bag features a zipper closure, lined interior with a single 
zipper pocket for storing small items and an adjustable 
strap. Bag: 10.25” H x 9.75” W. Strap adjusts 43”- 51” L;

I. #420240 Ripple Effect Suede Bag - Navy $119.95 
J. #316061 Ripple Effect Suede Bag - Carmel $119.95
K. #366221 Ripple Effect Suede Bag - Olive $119.95

Lida Evaristo’s design inspiration comes 
from nature, Peru’s landscapes and her 
Incan heritage. 

I

D. HARMONY CHARMS NECKLACE. This versatile 
necklace set from Bhavya Jain features four faceted 
gemstone pendants which can be worn together or 
separately. The set features one-carat stones of citrine, 
peridot, blue topaz and garnet, each set in a sterling silver 
bezel ready to wear on the included sterling silver cable 
chain. Chain 18” L., Each pendant 0.5” L.

#418102 Harmony Charms Necklace $59.95

D

Olive

Blue

Fuchsia

J

K

Fun, Flowy  Fun, Flowy  
& Flirty& Flirty
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MYSTICAL MOONSTONE JEWELRY.  
Mystical moonstone casts a soft glow in  
these fanciful designs from Bali and India.  
Moonstone is a symbol of inner clarity, peace and 
balance. Matching beautifully with any outfit, the 
sterling silver earrings and necklace also feature a 
petite garnet accent. Earrings 2”L, Necklace chain 17.25” L, 

pendant 1.75” L, Ring whole sizes 5-11. 

H. #66537 Moonstone Spirit Earrings $49.95
I. #127952 Moonstone Arabesque Necklace $49.95
J. #346313 Moonstone Mist Ring $49.95

SPRING STEP DRESS. Perfect for spring days and 
warm summer nights alike, Anchal Ahuja’s fun and 
flirty dress is sure to become your new favorite. 
Crafted from 100% cotton, the knee-length dress 
features a block-print pattern, embroidered yoke with 
two tassels, and long, slightly belled sleeves with 
embroidered cuffs. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 40” L. 

K. #432553 Spring Step Dress - Heavenly Blue $42.95
L. #397790 Spring Step Dress - Petal Pink $42.95
M. #397791 Spring Step Dress - Grass Green $42.95

L

M

ANDEAN FIELDS COTTON SKIRT. Easygoing and  
comfortable, this pretty cotton skirt can be dressed  
up or down. The mid-length A-line skirt features an elastic 
waist with a drawstring and side pockets, and  
is decorated with tonal embroidery along the panels with 
mandala motifs and scalloped trim along the hem.  
Made in Peru. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 25”L.

D. #408035 Andean Fields Skirt - Chambray $59.95 
E. #394790 Andean Fields Skirt - Olive $59.95

A

D

TIMELESS TEES. A hint of embroidery elevates a casual yet timeless 
short sleeve blouse by Balinese designer Made Suciati. Using a traditional 
embroidery technique called kerawang, the neckline, sleeve and hem  
are finished with a free-form scalloped edge. Elegant enough to be worn 
alone, it’s a perfect layering top under your favorite jacket or cardigan. 
100% rayon. Machine wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 25”L.

A. #417004 Timeless Tee - White $42.95
B. #399195 Timeless Tee - Emerald $42.95 
C. #431855 Timeless Tee - Rose $42.95

G. ANTIGUA STREETS WRAP BRACELET. Inspired by 
the colorful buildings, cobblestone streets, and the yellow 
Santa Catalina arch framing Aqua Volcano, Álvaro Ratzan 
handcrafts this vibrant beaded wrap bracelet. Stringing 
beads on a tiny loom, the leather cord bracelet adjusts to  
2 lengths with a pewter button clasp. Adjusts 22”-22.75”L.

#426101 Antigua Streets Wrap Bracelet $62.95

G

F. THAI VINEYARD EARRINGS. A cascade of tourmaline 
in shades of chardonnay, merlot and more showers a large 
cultured baroque pearl in these playful, dangly earrings by 
Thai artisan Saranarat. Features 24k gold-plated sterling 
silver earring wires. 2.5"L.

#241027 Thai Vineyard Earrings $119.95

F
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E. SHEKHAWATI COTTON SHIRT. Shekhawati, in northern India, is known as the open art gallery of Rajasthan because of the thousands 
of intricate frescoes that decorate palaces, forts, and temples. The patterns on this shirt are taken from a local haveli (private mansion)  
and reflect the geometric and arabesque decoration to be found in Shekhawati. Made in India. 100% cotton. Machine wash.  
M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52), Size L is 29”L. Green (GR) or Brown (BR).

#301799 Shekhawati Cotton Shirt $69.95

F. TIBETAN MANTRA COPPER BRACELET. Saying or  
even reading the words Om mani padme hum is believed  
to invoke the Buddha of Compassion. Some Eastern  
medicine traditions use copper and brass to alleviate arthritis 
and increase circulation. These two beliefs intertwine in our  
hand-hammered cuff. The Tibetan script for Om mani padme 
hum is overlaid on the face. Handmade in Kathmandu,  
Nepal. Copper, brass, nickel alloy. 7”L. 

#301828 Tibetan Mantra Copper Bracelet $24.95

F

100% 100% 
cottoncotton

E

C. BALINESE WINGED DRAGON SCULPTURE. Dragons are  
a recurring theme in Balinese art, where tradition holds them 
to be divine guardians of the gods. Hand carved of gleaming 
suar wood, this winged dragon sculpture fiercely protects 
home and family. Handcrafted in the Bali workshop of Seji 
Taram, where she carries on the family’s creative legacy. 
6”H x 5”W.

#131728 Balinese Winged Dragon Sculpture $79.95

Incredible 
realistic 
detail

Stonewashed 
softness, casual 

comfort

A

D. CROSSROADS CHESS & BACKGAMMON SET. Meticulously 
handcrafted by artisans in Lebanon, this inlaid wood game set 
provides hours of family fun. The board and pieces are crafted from 
walnut, apple, lemon and pine woods with accents of mother of 
pearl. The folding game board features a chess/checker board on 
one side and a backgammon board on the other side. Chess pieces 
and checkers included. 15.75”L x 15.75”W x 1.5”H; Pieces 1”-3”H.

#399063 Crossroads Chess & Backgammon Set $279.00

G

G. DAGHDAGHAN PROTECTION. Armenian households 
decorate with a talisman called daghdaghan believed to 
attract positive energies while protecting the house. Shahe 
Harutyunyan crafts this cultural ornament in a green glaze 
with natural clay details while a jute cord suspends two 
charms and serves as the cord for hanging the ornament 
anywhere in your home. 
4.75” H x 6.75”W. 

#444688 Daghdaghan Protection $39.95

C D

B

EVERYDAY STYLE MENS SWEATER. These striking men’s 100% cotton crew neck sweaters feature stone washing and over-dyed hues 
giving them a soft hand and lived-in look. Casual and comfortable, and sure to become your new favorite. Whether you’re dressing up or 
keeping it casual on a night out, this sweater is a season spanning must-have. Made in India. Machine wash.
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 27”L.

A. #427795 Everyday Style Men’s Sweater - Forest $72.95    B. #427796 Everyday Style Men’s Sweater - Indigo $72.95
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F. ELEGANT MALLARD WOOD CARVING. Perfect for  
animal lovers and bird enthusiasts, this stunning signature  
sculpture depicts a lifelike female mallard. Nengah Sudarsana  
hand-carves the beautiful duck from Balinese albesia wood and 
paints it by hand in realistic detail. 6”H x 11.75”W x 5”D.

#313307 Elegant Mallard Wood Carving $149.95

F

A

B C

Exquisitely Exquisitely 
hand-painted, hand-painted, 
realistic detailrealistic detail

D

Head size Hat size
M 22 1/4” 7 - 7 1/8
L 23” 7 1/4 - 7 3/8
XL 23 7/8” 7 1/2 - 7 3/4

E. PERUVIAN COTTON GUAYABERA TRAVEL SHIRT. The guayabera, 
a favorite style from the Caribbean and Central and South America, 
is updated with travel-friendly details like a sunglasses loop and utility 
pocket big enough for a passport. Soft 100% cotton with traditional 
details like vertical alforza pleats. Made in Peru. Machine wash.  
Blue (BL), White (WH), Green (GR) or Black (BK). 
M (38–40), L (42–44), XL (46–48), XXL (50–52). Size L is 30.5” L. 

#301833 Peruvian Cotton Guayabera Travel Shirt $78.95

E

TIMELESS LEATHER BELT. This timeless men’s belt from India is 
crafted by local artisans in the workshop of Anoop Rana. Made 
from 100% leather, a simple stitched pattern decorates the length, 
fastened by an antiqued brass buckle. Adjustable fit with five belt 
holes. S (32-36”), M (34-38”), L (36-40”), XL (39-43”), XXL (42-47”).

G. #401420 Timeless Leather Belt - Ink $42.95   
H. #360902 Timeless Leather Belt - Spice $42.95

G
H

“Very well made!” This belt is very sturdy, and it’s very stylish!  
I expect that it will last for many years! – Juelynn

STYLISH STAPLE SHIRT. Thai designer Jamriang is passionate 
about textiles and prides herself in creating comfortable and long-
lasting apparel. Her men’s shirts fit right in with a soft hand, subtle 
textures and restrained stripe motifs. The long-sleeved shirt pairs 
perfectly as a casual layer over your favorite tee or buttoned-up 
for a more polished look. Features two front button pockets and 
double button cuff. Machine wash.  
S (34-36) M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 31” L.

A. #446428 Stylish Staple Shirt - Sky Blue $69.95
B. #446429 Stylish Staple Shirt - Fern Green $69.95
C. #446430 Stylish Staple Shirt - Earthy Brown $69.95

D. ECUADORIAN STRAW HAT. Craftspeople in Ecuador have 
made hats from the fibers of the flexible and durable toquilla 
palm tree for more than 400 years. Despite their origins, 
they’re known as Panama hats because that’s the port from 
which they were shipped to North America and Europe. This 
structured Panama hat features a pinched, two-tone crown 
and a grosgrain ribbon band.
Professional cleaning only.

#327206 Ecuadorian Straw Hat $165.00

Stylish  
& Timeless 
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HANDSOME DEVIL PANTS. Karan Singh’s pleated  
cotton twill pants are both sleek and comfortable.  
Crafted in India, the casual cotton pants feature side slit 
pockets – one embroidered with a petite paisley - a pleated 
front, and a button zip closure. Back welt pockets with 
button closure. Machine wash. 
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L has 30” inseam.

K. #411712 Handsome Devil Pants - Beige $54.95  
L. #411713 Handsome Devil Pants - Dark Green $54.95 

C. THINKING OF YOU WOOD SCULPTURE. This suar 
wood sculpture depicts a figure deep in thought, his 
abstracted body yielding to the brain’s superiority. A 
customer favorite from the NOVICA Classics Collection. 
Made in Indonesia. Suar wood. 11.75”H x 6.0”W.

#129458 Thinking of You Wood Sculpture $59.95

B. DRAGON OUROBOROS NECKLACE. Interpreted as an 
eternal symbol of the cycle of life, death and rebirth, the 
ouroboros is depicted as a snake or dragon eating its tail. 
With interlocking scales, and celtic runes around the inside, 
this sterling silver pendant necklace evokes ancient history. 
Spring ring clasp. Chain 20”L, Pendant 1.5”L.

#367950 Dragon Ouroboros Necklace $59.95

LINEN CARGO SHORTS. When the weather warms  
up, reach for these comfy and stylish cargo shorts for 
your outdoor events. With an elastic waist and adjustable 
drawstring, the linen and cotton blend shorts feature  
two cargo pockets, side seam pockets and welt back  
pockets with a button closure. Made in India.  
65% linen, 35% cotton. Machine wash.  
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L has 9” inseam.

D. #411403 Linen Cargo Shorts - Earth $59.95 
E. #411402 Linen Cargo Shorts - Khaki $59.95 
F. #413036 Linen Cargo Shorts - Navy $59.95

A. ALOHA TRAVEL SHIRT. Popular nationwide since the 
1930s, the aloha shirt reflects Hawaii’s island culture and 
Japanese cultural influence. Once made from imported 
kimono fabric, these casual-Friday classics are worn in 
Hawaii for all but the most formal occasions. Colorful, 
breathable, and crease-resistant cotton lawn fabric with 
pearlized buttons. Handmade in Honolulu, Hawaii. 100% 
cotton. Machine wash. 
M (38–40), L (42–44),XL (46–48), XXL (50–52). Size L is 29.5” L.

#376986 Aloha Travel Shirt $109.95

D

A

C

B

Hat Size Head circum.*
M (7 - 7 1/8) 22 - 22 3/8"

L (7 1/4 - 7 3/8) 22 3/4 - 23 1/4"
XL (7 1/2 - 7 5/8) 23 1/2 - 24"

Measure largest part of head just above the brow

G

H. SERPENTINE ALLURE BRACELET. Handmade chain 
is an art form not many jewelers can achieve. One of the 
more complicated chains called Naga, meaning ‘serpent’ in 
sanskrit, Balinese Jeweler Nyoman Ariawan utilizes his talent 
to craft this sterling silver snake-themed bracelet complete 
with the scaled head and tail of a snake. The functional 
clasp is inspired by the ouroboros, a symbols of protection, 
transformation and rebirth. Choose 7.5” or 8” length. 

#433917 Serpentine Allure Bracelet $147.95

CASUAL DAY SHIRT. This easy-going shirt pairs perfectly 
with jeans, khaki’s or joggers for a crisp yet casual look.  
The short-sleeved collared men’s shirt features a lived-in, 
soft cotton linen blend, left-side chest pocket, and a  
button-up front. Machine wash. 85% cotton / 15% linen 
blend. M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 29.5”L.

I. #374563 Casual Day Shirt - Navy $54.95
J. #374565 Casual Day shirt - White $54.95

H

L

K

I

J

G. WATERPROOF WOOL BASEBALL HAT. Spalding  
included the cap in his baseball guide and from there it  
ran from the outfield to the main street. Our plaid cap 
combines the insulation of wool with the water-resistance  
of GoreTex®, and hidden ear flaps untuck for wind 
protection. Find your size by measuring the largest part  
of the head just above the brow. Wool/Poly blend.  
Hand wash or dry clean. Made in Bulgaria.
#359798 Waterproof Wool Baseball Hat $99.95 SALE $79.99

Handmade  
in Honolulu, 

Hawaii

Soft  
cotton-linen  

blend

D E F
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G

C

B. AMERICAN RED CROSS FIELD RADIO & PHONE 
CHARGER. Stay informed in the field and up to date in an 
emergency with this AM/FM/NOAA weather digital radio, 
which also doubles as a smartphone charger. The radio itself 
charges using solar power, built-in rechargeable battery 
(mini USB cable included), or hand-crank. Includes a bright 
LED flashlight and red flashing emergency beacon.  
6”W x 7”H. 1 lb.

#327223 Red Cross Field Radio & Phone Charger $69.95

C. CRIBBAGE PUB GAME. The only card game that can be legally played 
for money in English pubs, cribbage evolved from a shipboard game called 
noddy, one of the few games played on the rolling seas. Mahogany-
stained case includes cards, pegs, and rule book. For any number of 
players, ages 8 and up. Imported. 5.5”L x 2”H x 3.25”W closed.

#306697 Cribbage Pub Game $27.95

FREE SPIRIT 
BRACELET.  
Circling the wrist  
with four cords of 
leather in tonal shades,  
this bracelet possesses  
a free spirit. Thai  
artisan Passaramon  
uses stainless steel 
beads and hefty clasp.
7.5” or 8.25” L.

E. #365519 Free Spirit 
Bracelet - Brown $39.95  
F. #365520 Free Spirit 
Bracelet - Black $39.95

A. TREVISO HEATHERED WOOL MIX VEST. This three-season men’s vest 
is a versatile travel option, providing warmth without bulk in a stylish look 
for work or play. Features a vertical-zip chest pocket for phone or cards.  
Fully lined. Made in Treviso, Italy. 40% wool, 40% cotton, 20% polyester 
with 100% polyester lining. Hand wash cold. Brown (BR) or Blue (BL).  
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 28”L.

#334349 Treviso Heathered Wool Mix Vest $129.95

A B

C

E

F
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G. CATTLEMEN RANGER HAT. Rugged good looks 
characterize this handsome men’s hat by Gabriela Veronica. 
The Mexican artisan crafts it from full-grain golden tan 
leather with a darker braided leather hatband. Inner 
hatband and ventilation holes in the crown. Measure 
largest part of head just above the brow.  
Inner circ. S: 21.25”, M: 22”, L: 23”, XL: 24”.

#387741 Cattlemen Ranger Hat $129.95

Easy Style Easy Style 
Soft Cotton/Linen Soft Cotton/Linen 

ComfortComfort

PERUVIAN HAND-TOOLED LEATHER STOOL. Now in 
his 80s, Peruvian master artisan Wilfredo Rios has no plan 
to retire. “My art is my life,” he says, and we’re proud to 
offer this example of his remarkable leatherwork. Made of 
mohena wood and richly hand-tooled leather, with a grape 
and bird motif and brass nailheads, its design is inspired by 
colonial era saddlework. 15 .75”H x 16 .5”W x 15”D. 8.8 lbs.

L. #267896 Peruvian Hand-tooled Leather Stool $239.00 
M. #360122 Inca Empire wool rug (2’ x 3’) $119.95

M

L

H

CASUAL AGENDA SHIRT. Perfect for those days when  
your only calendar entry is out-of-office and your activities  
are planned around whatever happens. Our long sleeve, 
button-front, single pocket shirt with a long-loved,  
comfortable feel is made from a breathable 85% cotton /  
15% linen blend. Machine wash. M (38-40), L (42-44),  

XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 31.5”L. 

H. #374568 Casual Flair Shirt - Khaki $79.95 
I. #374566 Casual Flair Shirt - Denim $79.95 
J. #374567 Casual Flair Shirt - Slate $79.95 
K. #430647 Casual Flair Shirt - Grey $79.95 SALE $62.99

D. EASY GOING SLING BACKPACK. This travel-friendly backpack-style 
sling is crafted from burnt sienna leather made to be worn over the 
shoulder or across the body on an adjustable strap. Two zipper pockets  
on the back offer space for storing small items. The main compartment 
opens with a zipper, revealing a faux suede-lined interior. 
Bag: 12.5” L x 6.25” W. Strap adjusts 31.5”- 51.0” L. 

#373746 Easy Going Sling Backpack $109.95

I J K

Classic English  
Pub Cribbage
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MEN’S LAYERED-TONES BATIK SHIRT. The unique design 
on this men’s cotton shirt was created using a traditional 
Indonesian hand-stamped batik process. Comfortable 
enough for casual daywear or for formal events on the 
islands, this garment by designer Donald Wira Putra 
features a chest pocket and coconut shell button placket. 
100% cotton. Pattern may slightly vary.  
M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 30” L. 

H. #374327 Men’s Layered-Tones Batik Shirt - Green $79.95 
I. #374325 Men’s Layered-Tones Batik Shirt - Navy $79.95 H

I

A

D

K. POSITIVE ENERGY GEMSTONE PYRAMID. Attract positivity 
and repel negativity with this sleek gemstone pyramid, handcrafted 
in Peru by Cesar Gonzalez. Features stripes of, from the top: 
chrysocolla, aragonite, calcite, jasper, serpentine, leopard 
chalcedony and onyx. Natural stones; please expect  
differences in color and variegation. 3”sq. x 3”H.

#169542 Positive Energy Gemstone Pyramid $34.95

KJ

J. AWARD WINNING ROAD TRIP GAME. Relive the fun and
adventure of road trips with the family with this wacky word  
game packaged in a retro tin travel trailer. Two to four players  
or teams take turn completing challenges as you motor across  
the U.S.A. For 2-4 players. Ages 8 and up. 
Game board 20”W x 7”L.

#306225 Road Trip Game $29.95

E. QUICK-DRY ADVENTURE WATER SHORTS. When your travels 
include water activities, these quick-dry men’s nylon shorts are 
perfect. Cut like casual walking shorts rather than swim trunks, 
they’re perfect for everything from unexpected rainstorms or 
stream crossings to just staying cool on a humid day. Full-elastic 
waist and adjustable elasticized web belt, full mesh briefs, side 
zipper-secured cargo pockets, and mesh-lined cargo pocket. 
Imported. 100% nylon. Machine wash. Navy (NV), Grey (GY),  
Khaki (KH) or Blue (BL). M (32–34), L (36–38), XL (40–42). 8.5”inseam. 

#301748 Quick-dry Adventure Water Shorts $39.95

PERSONAL STYLE ACCESSORIES. Perfect for organizing your 
valuables, these sturdy leather accessories make grab-and-go a 
breeze. The leather key fob has a brass clip for keys and pocket  
for an airtag and comes with a snap case to store wireless earbuds 
or coins. The matching wallet is slim and efficient with space for 
cards and folded bills. Each is handcrafted in a distressed blue 
leather by Armenian artisan Armen Tovmasyan.  
Key fob 4.25” L, Earbud case 2.5” x 1.75”. Wallet closed 3.75” x 3”. 

F. #444934 Key Fob and Earbud set $27.95
G. #444940 Slim Wallet $54.95

D. BEST OF THE WORLD. Discover your next adventure in this 
beautifully illustrated guide to the world’s best travel destinations. 
From the ultimate hiking trails to the most scenic train rides, the 
most stunning coral reefs to the most epic mountain retreats,  
you’ll find 1,000 exceptional destinations to add to your travel 
bucket list. So get ready to pack your bags…this inspired collection 
will leave ready to experience the ultimate travel adventure.  
12.0” L x 9.0” W. Hardcover. 400 pages. 

#454555 Best of the World $40.00

E

CARABINER CLIP WATCH WITH LED MICRO-LIGHT. 
Equipped with a powerful LED micro-light, our clever explorer’s 
watch has a built-in carabiner that clips onto your belt loop or 
backpack. Luminescent hands and hour markers. Water-resistant  
to 100 feet. Batteries included. 3”L x 1.5”W. 3 oz.

B. #305913 Mini carabiner clip watch - Gunmetal $54.95 
C. #305914 Mini carabiner clip watch - Bronze $54.95

A. ECOLOGY CLASS SWEATSHIRT. 
Fashion and environmental awareness 
merge stylishly in Jamriang’s newest creation. 
Made using remnants from textile factories, the 
fibers are re-spun into threads, then knit into a 100% 
zero-waste French terry fabric ready to be reimagined. There 
are no additional dyes used, the color is created solely from 
the scraps collected. The classic sweatshirt features a ribbed 
crew neck, cuff and hem in a heathered grey shade, soon to 
become an eco staple for your wardrobe. Machine wash.  
S (34-36) M (38-40), L (42-44), XL (46-48), XXL (50-52). Size L is 28” L.

 #436824 Ecology Class Sweatshirt $64.95
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BANDHANI TRAVEL SEPARATES. Bandhani is a western 
Indian tie-dyeing technique and the cloth is often used for 
women’s shawls. Here the technique is adapted for a silky 
collection of travel-ready garments. These wrinkle-resistant 
separates and mid-length dress drape beautifully and 
expand your travel wardrobe. The top features bandhani 
appliqué and the ankle-length skirt has an elastic waist with 
drawstring. The fit & flare dress has a scoop neck and three-
quarter sleeves. Made in Jaipur, India. 100% viscose rayon. 
Hand wash cold. Black (BK) or Royal Blue (RB). 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22).  

Size L top length is 28”, Skirt length 33”L, Dress 40”L.

H. #396981 Fit & Flare Dress $69.95 SALE $54.99 
I. #301777 Bandhani Shirt $62.95 SALE $51.99 
J. #301778 Bandhani Skirt $62.95 SALE $51.99

A

BALINESE TWO-TONE NECKLACE AND HOOP EARRINGS.
Classic Balinese jewelry techniques are on full display in this
elegant two-tone necklace and earrings handcrafted in the 
village of Celuk. Curling wirework and small silver droplets 
called jawan are delicately placed by hand using tiny tweezers 
to create elegant and versatile jewelry you’ll turn to every day. 
18k gold plated bands complement the oxidized sterling silver. 
Lobster clasp Necklace: approx. 18”L; Earrings: 1”diam.

D. #186457 Balinese Two-tone Naga Necklace $119.95
E. #209421 Balinese Two-tone Hoop Earrings $79.95

G. JOYOUS GEMS EARRINGS. Joyous colors cluster in 
these fun and feminine earrings by Thailand’s Nareerat. 
Cool aquamarine, dyed quartz, peridot and faceted glass 
beads are hand-knotted on golden strands hanging from 
sterling silver wires. 1.75” L.

#194537 Joyous Gems Earrings $21.95

SPARKLING DEW EARRINGS. Gentle gemstone teardrops sparkle 
within a frame of sterling silver jawan granulation,  
a traditional Balinese technique. Handcrafted in Indonesia by 
Komang Wijayana. 1.25”L.

A. #216197 Sparkling Dew Earrings - Blue Topaz $57.95 
B. #273213 Sparkling Dew Earrings - Amethyst $57.95

Inspiring Inspiring 
style  style  

day or day or 
nightnight
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F. HAND CARVED HUMMINGBIRD COUPLE. A pair of joyful 
hummingbirds dance and flutter as they find an inviting perch 
in this jempinis and benalu wood sculpture by Bali’s Yudi Suardi. 
Please expect variation in the size and shape of the natural 
wood base. Approx. 7.5”H x 6”W.

#348698 Hand Carved Hummingbird Couple $69.95

Made Sriasih’s jewelry is inspired 
by the art of ancient kingdoms but 
defined by modern designs.
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ECO-FRIENDLY FLIP FLOP SCULPTURES. Working to clean 
up oceans and waterways, recycle, and employ the local 
community, Ocean Sole of Kenya creates amazing sculptures 
from recycled flip-flops. These colorful cat and dog 
sculptures are formed, and hand carved from approximately 
8-10 flip-flops. Each one is unique with variations in color, 
pattern and placement, just like your real pets, no two are 
alike. Approx. 6” H x 8” W. 

K. #408348 Eco-Friendly Flip Flop Cat $48.95 
L. #408347 Eco-Friendly Flip Flop Dog $48.95

C. MINDFUL CAT SCULPTURE. A serene cat sits in 
lotus pose as if in prayer or meditation in this charming 
sculpture. Hand carved in Bali from local suar wood and 
signed by artist Nengah Sudarsana. who shares his love 
for animals through his work.
Approx. 5.25”H x 5.25”W.

#182531 Mindful Cat Sculpture $59.95
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F. TIBETAN CHIME OF COMPASSION. Inscribed with one 
of the most significant mantras in Buddhism – Om mani 
padme hum – this chime is handcrafted by Tibetan refugees in 
northern India. The hand-tuned chime produces a clear tone. 
Brass stand with wooden base and striker. 8.5"H x 5”Diam.

#305998 Tibetan Chime of Compassion $74.95

LILY OF THE INCAS BUTTON-FRONT BLOUSE.  
The colorful genus of flowers known as lily of the Incas is  
the inspiration for the hand-embroidered design of this  
100% organic cotton blouse. Soutache embroidery and 
crochet lace details at the bust and cuffs. Button-and-loop 
closures and a V-neck collar. Machine wash. Made in Peru.
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28”L.

A. #352232 Lily Incas Blouse - White $69.95 
B. #352233 Lily Incas Blouse - Chambray $69.95 
C. #374504 Lily Incas Blouse - Turquoise $69.95 
D. #374505 Lily Incas Blouse - Navy $69.95 SALE $56.99
E. #413085 Lily Incas Blouse - Burgundy $69.95 SALE $56.99

O. INDIAN STONEWASHED JOGGERS. These hip,
stonewashed rayon joggers are created by Indian designer Ajay 
Kapoor. In rayon with a tapered leg elastic cuff, plus an elastic 
waist with a drawstring, for a look that is loose and casual. 
Features side-seam pockets. 100% rayon. Machine wash.  
Light Blue (LB), Khaki (KH), Navy (NV), Charcoal (CH). 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18). XXL (20-22). Size L inseam is 28”L.

#373451 Indian Stonewashed Joggers $69.95
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Extra-long, 
adjustable 
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wear the bag 
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your body. 

G. LEATHER TRAVELER BAG. Made from soft, full-grain leather,  
our durable travel bag keeps your necessities safe and organized.  
Featuring zip closures, an exterior pocket for phone or glasses, a  
security pocket, and an adjustable cross-body strap. Folds flat for  
packing. Made in Bolivia. Red (RD), Green (GR), Cinnamon (CN),  
Blue (BL) or Black (BK). 11"W x 11"H x 2"D.  

#301943 Leather Traveler Bag $228.00
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URBAN MINIMALISM EARRINGS. With a gently curved shape  
and a brushed satin finish, these modern, minimalist earrings  
can make a statement on their own. Handcrafted of 18k gold-plated 
and sterling silver by Desi Antari in Bali. Each 1.5"L.

H. #358925 Urban Minimalism Earrings - Gold $37.95 
I. #247966 Urban Minimalism Earrings - Sterling Silver $27.95 
J. #358926 Urban Minimalism Earrings - Rose Gold $37.95
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Modern Modern 
sophisticationsophistication

Hand-tuned Hand-tuned 
for a clear for a clear 

tonetone

INDIAN EMBROIDERED TUNICS. Vivid colors and intricate  
motifs evoke the beauty of the Indian subcontinent. Cotton 
embroidery along the button placket is a nod to the chikankari 
embroidery work of artisans in Lucknow, where the tunics are 
made. 100% polyester.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28”L.

K. #395575 Royal Palace Embroidered Tunic $44.95 
L. #345837 Antique Petal Embroidered Tunic $44.95 
M. #345833 Flowers of the Sea Embroidered Tunic $44.95
N. #345834 Palace Intrigue Embroidered Tunic $44.95

K
L
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Balinese Silversmith, Desi Antari 
crafts classic and modern jewelry 
from her studio in Celuk, Bali. 
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C. ETERNAL EMBRACE INDONESIAN SCULPTURE. 
Balinese sculptor Wayan Rendah evokes the protective 
embrace of romantic love in a deceptively simple carving. 
Endlessly entwined, emerging from a single block of richly 
grained suar wood, the sculpture is a touching symbol of 
affection for any couple. 8"H x 6"W.

#175970 Eternal Embrace Indonesian Sculpture $44.95

B. JHUMKI EARRINGS. From Jaipur, these delightful 
earrings are known as jhumki, which means “hanging 
earrings” in Hindi. The ornate sterling silver chandeliers 
feature diminutive dancing beads in four tiers.1.5” L.

#223093 Jhumki Earrings $44.95

C

A. ENCHANTING AFTERNOON DRESS. Elegant and casual, this cotton 
and lurex dress is a gorgeous creation perfect for formal or relaxed 
occasions. Crafted by Anchal Ahuja in India, this three quarter-sleeve  
dress features a redwood tone enhanced with metallic threads that 
brighten the whole piece. As a final touch, tonal sequins and glass  
beads ornament the front with an enchanting aura. 
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 40”L.

#419329 Enchanting Afternoon Dress $59.95

E. SPARKLE & GLEAM NECKLACE. Modern and easy, this 
double-strand necklace combines the gleam of hammered 
gold with sparkling faceted rainbow moonstones. Vivek 
Nathany designs the necklace, crafted from 22k gold-plated 
sterling silver. Adjust from 16”- 18” L. 

#415383 Sparkle & Gleam Necklace $54.95

D. MYSTIC LOOPS. Elongated loops are hammered 
from sterling silver and bathed in 22k gold to capture the 
light in intriguing ways. These modern hoop earrings are 
designed by India’s Vivek Nathany. 22k gold-plated 925 
sterling silver. 2.25”L. 

#370202 Mystic Loops $42.95

F. BEACHCOMBER WRAP BRACELET. Reminiscent of the varied 
stones, pebbles and tumbled glass found on local beaches, 
The Weaving Hands of Atitlan craft this tonal glass bead wrap 
bracelet that brings the ‘salty hair, don’t care’ feel to your every 
day looks. Closes with a pewter button clasp. 35” L.

#308840 Beachcomber Wrap Bracelet $89.95
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G. SHOOTING STARS BLOUSE. Inspired  
by the constellations, this pretty top features 
hints of stripes and geometric stars in shades 
of blue and brown. Petite glass beads trim 
the neckline and sleeve opening adding a  
hint of sparkle. The V-neck finishes with 
double buttons while the back has an 
asymmetric seam with slight gathers for a 
relaxed fit. This lightweight breezy cotton 
tunic top pairs perfectly with jeans or layer 
it under a jacket for cooler nights. Made in 
India. Machine Wash. S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), 

XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 28.5” L. 

#416258 Shooting Stars Blouse $47.95

ANCESTRAL COTTON RUANA. Natural cotton  
farmed on the family lands of Luisa Villavicencio in 
Guatemala, features no dyes to create their unique  
colors. She designs this trendy ruana as a light-weight  
layer perfect for spring and summer fashion with  
a fringed hem for a boho touch. Machine wash. 
H. #429656 Ancestral Cotton Ruana - Dungaree $109.95 
I. #429655 Ancestral Cotton Ruana - Ginger $109.95
J. #429657 Ancestral Cotton Ruana - Cream $109.95
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lurex threads lurex threads 
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100% Natural 100% Natural 
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Moroccan ceramic salt rimmer.  
6” diam. 

#432703 $9.95

Recycled handblown glass pitcher.  
9.5” H, holds 82 oz.  

#83019 $29.99

Stainless steel citrus juicer.  
5.5” diam.  

#433157 $12.95

Stainless steel tropical tumbler  
and straw. 6.75” H.  

#433151 $14.95

Colombian natural fiber  
utensil holder. 7.75”H.  

#429974 $39.95

100% cotton, quick-dry multi-use 
Peshtemal towel. 66” L x 39.” W.

#432740 $19.95

Handwoven cotton tortilla warmer.  
9.75” diam.  

#389527 $21.95

Ceramic folk art happy
sun mug. 4” H.

#378507 $21.95

Stainless steel fry basket and 
condiment set. Food serving 

only, not for use in fryers. 
Baskets 4” sq. cups 1.75” H.  

#432607 $21.95

Ceramic salad serving bowl.  
8” diam x 4” H.

#432786 $24.95

Handwoven Mexican market bag.
14.75”L x 16.75” W. 9.25” strap drop.

#345694 $39.95

Three-tiered stainless steel tiffin  
lunch or snack box. 9” H. 

#432704 $24.95

Ceramic tree of life  
decorative sculpture. 9.75” H.  

#348726 $39.95

Whitewash ceramic star tealight 
holder with gold accents. Tea light 
not included. Set of 2, each 6.5” diam.

#432641 $19.95

SUPER 
SAVINGS  

ON 
 SUMMER 

ESSENTIALS

Mango wood charcuterie board and 
stainless steel cheese knives set.  

9.5” L x 7” W. Utensils 6”L each.

#433154 $32.95

Aluminum and glass hanging  
tealight lantern. Each 11”H.

#432801 Golden $13.95
#432784 Copper-tone $13.95

GET  
READY FOR 

SUMMER 
WITH DEALS 

UNDER  
$40

Wool pom-pom party garland  
made in Nepal. 5ft. L.  

#432731 $17.95
Sarkanda grass stool side table.  

12” H x 12” diam.  
#433140 $39.95
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CATALOG CUSTOMER SERVICE
DELIVERY & SHIPPING 
Delivery time for the Continental US is 2-3 weeks.  
Delivery time for Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico and the 
Virgin Islands is 2-4 weeks. Please allow up to 6 weeks 
for delivery to APO/FPO addresses. For expedited shipping 
options, please visit www.novicacatalog.com or call  
1-800-347-3147. Items ordered together may not 
necessarily be shipped together. Please calculate charges 
separately for each shipping address.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEE 
Your satisfaction is fully guaranteed! If any product fails  
to meet your expectations for any reason, contact customer 
service at 1-800-347-3147 or catalog@novica.com

RETURNS 
Everything sold by NOVICA is guaranteed for complete 
satisfaction. Should a product not meet your expectations, 
you may return it to us for a refund or replacement 
within 60 days of delivery. For more information, or if you 
received an incorrect or damaged product, please contact 
us at catalog@novica.com or 1-800-347-3147. If you are 
returning an item received as a gift, you may exchange 
it for merchandise credit of equal value. Note that 
personalized items cannot be returned unless damaged or 
defective. Please check your order carefully; once placed, 
orders for personalized items cannot be canceled.

Enter your inform
ation in the spaces below. Please add your phone num

ber in case we have 
questions about your order. For gift orders, please com

plete the gift section below. 
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KANTHA CHARM BEDDING SET. Artisans in India use lively printed 
patchwork motifs to create these vibrant bedspreads, finished with a 
contrast running kantha stitch all over. Choose from a variety of rich colors 
that reverse from print to matching solid. Comes with two matching pillow 
shams. 100% cotton. Machine wash. 
Queen (Q) 116”L x 102”W; shams: 26”L x 20”W $179.00  

King (K) 120”L x 114”W; shams: 36”L x 20”W $199.00 
H #374073 Sea Glass  I. #374074 Grey  J. #374075 Sunflower
K. #374072 Indigo   L. #374076 Red (reverses to navy blue)

It’s Unique 
It’s NOVICA

CLASSIC BLUE RIM GLASSWARE. Bordered in brilliant 
cobalt blue and individually hand blown using recycled 
glass, this classic Mexican glassware brings a decidedly 
festive vibe to any table. Expertly crafted, each piece 
boasts a satisfying weight and thickness as well as slight 
variations in size and color with tiny air bubbles that are 
testaments to their hand made nature. 

A. #140496 Margarita Glasses (set of 4) 8 oz. $69.95
B. #72189 Wine Glasses 10 oz $69.95
C. #11427 Beer Glasses 8 oz. $64.95
D. #14337 Tequila Glasses 2 oz.$44.95
E. #161655 Pitcher 82 oz. $49.95
F. #67166 4.25” Juice Glasses 8 oz.$49.95
G. #11461 5” Drinking Glasses 14 oz.$59.95
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A. SPRING BLOSSOM MAXI DRESS. Flirty and flowy, this soft 
rayon maxi dress is the epitome of spring style. Mint flowers and 
olive leaves cover a goldenrod yellow base. Featuring an elastic 
high-waist design, v-neckline, adjustable tie three-quarter sleeves, 
ruffled hem and side seam pockets. The perfect dress for a day 
out, casual events or strolling the boardwalk. Hand wash.  
S (4-6), M (8-10), L (12-14), XL (16-18), XXL (20-22). Size L is 53” L. 

#430433 Spring Blossom Maxi Dress $74.95

A

B. SHIMMERING BALL NECKLACE. This fabulous handmade 
sterling silver serpentine-style chain necklace features an impressive 
18k gold-plated ball pendant. Designed by artisan Asri Paramita, 
the pendant showcases intricate swirl motifs crafted using 
traditional Balinese jewelry silversmith technique. S-hook clasp. 
Necklace: 20” L. Pendant 1.25” diam. 

#429284 Shimmering Ball Necklace $144.95

C. NAGA’S BELL CHARM BRACELET. A petite golden bell dangles 
from a handmade sterling silver naga chain bracelet. Bali’s Nyoman 
Ariawan crafts the bell from 18k gold-plated sterling silver. The 
bracelets fastens with an elegant toggle clasp. 7.0”L.

#397013 Naga’s Bell Charm Bracelet $99.95
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